7 DAY CHALLENGE
DAY 4 WORKSHEET
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Day 4 - Energy
During chemo I was taking steroids that were kept me going also made me eat like crazy!
So I put on a lot of weight and my oncologist told me to lose it to lower the risk of getting
heart disease and other cancers.
So I went to see exercise physiologist, then a dietician (they all specialised in
dealing with cancer), I started to change my habits around to eat good food, drink
less alcohol and be more active... What I did not expect is how much energy it
would bring me! Now, I can handle way more in my busy life than I ever could even
before cancer. So getting more energy has been the one good side effect ;-)
Please don't overthink it, you don't need to change your entire lifestyle in one
instant! It's process where one thing naturally leads to another - if you do some
exercise, you will want to eat less junk because all that effort would go to waste,
and so on... Start where you are, my friend, that is the only way to begin!

Getting Started
01

Find one exercise
physiologist
and get a quote

02

Find one dietician
and get a quote

03. What's the one thing about your health that you can permanently change today?
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RECOMMENDED FOR YOU

Simplify Cancer Book
In this book, I share practical ways to overcome the 4 main
challenges men face through cancer, how to deal with
worry and build stronger bonds with people in your life so
that you get the support that you want, on your terms.
This is real life advice that you can apply in your life right
now to be in control of your life during cancer!
Find out more at:

SimplifyCancerBook.com

MEET YOUR NEW COACH

Joe Bakhmoutski
It's not easy to get back on track after cancer - you're always
torn between wanting things to go back to the way they
were, yet also realising that things will never be the same..
.
I wish someone was there by my side as my guide and my true
supporter, and that's why I built my coaching program to find
the best way forward for you!
In this program, we work one on one to get maximum traction
in key areas of your life after cancer and how to get around
the challenges that come up in your life.
To find out more about my unique coaching program
"Take Your Life Back After Cancer", email me on
joe@simplifycancer.com with subject line MORE.

FIND OUT MORE

